
Caution: This product is not intended for recreational purposes and should only be 
used as instructed for its intended purpose. Misuse could lead to serious personal 
injury. Do not stand or kneel on the product or place heavy inanimate objects on it. It 
is designed to support one person in a sitting position. Maximum weight capacity is 
450 lbs. Any misuse of the product, other than described above may result in injury 
or product failure.  Any product failure resulting from misuse is not the responsibility 
of Frontgate, its owners, employees, manufacturers, affiliates, distributors, or 
retailers and is not covered under any product warranty.     
  

Care and Maintenance: Your Kreepstool requires no special care or > 
maintenance. By using the product only for its intended purpose, it will > provide 
years of carefree service. We do recommend that you keep it out of  strong direct 
sun for prolonged periods of time to ensure the seat and  backrest do not fade 
or crack. You can clean the seat and backrest with mild soap and water or a 
commercial vinyl cleaner.     
  

Need Help?: Please contact one of our Product Specialsists for assembly assistance 
or question at 1-800-537-xxxx or email: xx@frontgate.com. Specialists are 
available weekdays 8:00 AM to 8:00 PM EST or Saturdays 9:30 AM to 6:00 PM.

Installation Instructions:      
  

Backrest: 
1. Attach the backrest (A) to the seat (B) as follows:
2. Insert backrest support ends connections (C) into seat receptacles (D) until outside 
lock buttons (E) touch.
3. Depress buttons (E) and insert until the buttons lock into place.      
  

Wheels: 
1. Insert one regular wheel assembly (F)  into one of the corner wheel receptacles (G) and screw clockwise until fully 
inserted. Use the enclosed crescent wrench (spanner) until the assembly is firmly in place. Do not over-tighten. 
2. Repeat, inserting one of the other 3 regular wheel assemblies into the other 3 corner wheel receptacles.
3. Install the 2 wheels with the brake assemblies (H) in the center wheel receptacle (I) on each side. Tighten the same 
way as the regular wheel assemblies.

Included in this Package: 
1. Kreepstool® seat (B) (cushion attached)
2. Backrest support (A) (cushion attached)
3. 4 regular wheel assemblies
4. 2 brake wheel assemblies
5. Cresent wrench

Instructions: The Kreepstool®  can be used in the automotive, farm equipment, marine, airline, computer hardware 
and other industries, whenever work is required to be done from a sitting position. Lock the brakes to prevent unwanted 
movement and keep the brakes in the locked position while working; unlock the brakes to move around. 
The Kreepstool should only be used on a level surface; the braking mechanism is not intended for use 
on an incline.     
  

To engage the brakes, push down on the brake wheel assembly lock, as illustrated; t o release the 
brakes, pull up.


